Science Curriculum, 2021-2022
Topic

Content overview

Year 7
Introduction to Science
Human Body and
reproduction
Cells, microbes and
disease
Plants
Particles and mixtures
Acids and Alkalis
Metals
Electricity and circuits
Earth and Climate
Light

Laboratory safety, drawing and naming equipment, making measurements.
Skeleton, muscles, blood, sexual reproduction, pregnancy, birth, human development.
Cell structure and function, organ systems, unicellular and multicellular, bacteria, virus,
fungi, disease & immunisation.
Reproduction, importance, environmental impact.
States of matter, change of state, melting/boiling points, density, Pure/mixture,
filtration, evaporation, distillation, chromatography.
Uses and properties, indicators, pH scale, neutralisation
Uses, properties, elements vs. alloys, compounds, conductivity.
Electrical circuits and components, series, parallel, measuring current, safety.
Rock types, rock cycle, structure of the Earth and the Earth’s atmosphere.
Reflection, refraction, the eye, colour/filters, dispersion

Year 8
Lab Basics
Food and nutrition
Breathing and
Respiration
Ecology
Elements and
compounds
Chemical reactions
Particles and matter
Energy
Sound
Forces
Magnetism
Earth and Space

Safety, making measurements
Food groups, healthy diet, food tests, digestive system, absorption, enzymes.
Breathing system, Respiration, aerobic/anaerobic, effect of exercise
Sampling techniques, food chains/webs, populations, pyramids.
Atomic structure, compound, elements, periodic table, molecules, bonding.
Thermal decomposition, oxidation, reactions of metals
Diffusion, dissolving & solubility, expansion, pressure, density, Brownian Motion
Types and transfer of energy, heat transfer, energy resources and fuels, renewable
energy resources.
Generation, transfer, waves, pitch/volume, the ear.
Pairs, vectors, types, resultant
Fields, effects, Earth, increasing strength, uses
Earth, planets & stars, solar system models, gravity

Year 9
Photosynthesis
Inheritance
Bridge to GCSE: Cells
Function & organisation
Reactivity of Metals
Materials
Bridge to GCSE: Organic
Chemistry
Pressure & Motion
Waves
Bridge to GCSE: Particles
and matter

Respiration, photosynthesis, factors affecting rate, adaptation
Genetics, genes/chromosomes/DNA, evolution, classification, extinction, cloning
Cell structure and adaptation, function organisation, microscopy, cell division.
Oxidation & rusting, reactions with water, acid and oxygen displacement, reactivity
series, extraction
Extraction of metals, recycling, ceramics, polymers and composite materials
Hydrocarbons, crude oil, fractional distillation, alkanes, alkenes, polymers
Resultant forces, speed, motion graphs, moments, pressure at surfaces, pressure in
liquids and gases.
Transverse and longitudinal, waves in water, electromagnetic spectrum.
Changes of state and internal energy, specific latent heat and specific heat capacity, gas
pressure.
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